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European theatre's renovation: CHEJOV, STRINDBERG, IBSEN 
 

 

1. Introduction 

The renovation of the Romantic theatre was unsuccessful because of typical 

bourgeois behaviour. They didn`t like Romantic writers’ interest because of their 

revolutionary and individualistic point of view. In addition to this, Realism was imposed 

in narrative matters and, therefore, in other genre such as Theatre during the 2nd half of 

the 19th century.  

 

Meanwhile, in Europe, plays were of poor quality and focused on underlining 

traditional family values and married love through costumbrist scenes. In fact, it was a 

bourgeois comedy whose plots, characters, atmosphere and garments were likewise real. 

It dealt with common matters/ issues. This commercial theatre depicted the ideological 

points and morality which were in force in that historical period. Besides, the rule of 

three units was followed. There were also some playwrights which wrote postromantic 

drama. However, public didn´t like it too much.  

 

So, at the end of the 19th century, some playwrights put aside the current tendency 

of representing customs in a real and precise way in order to renovate theatre. Therefore, 

theatre started to be written in prose, following Naturalism's principles (characters' 

psychology, society's criticism with a moralistic aim and new themes such as poverty, 

infidelity, base instincts, social - biological determinism)  

 

Some famous playwrights were the Russian Anton Chekhov, the Scandinavians 

Henrik Ibsen and August Strindberg, and the Irish Oscar Wilde. Those are the pioneers 

in the total renovation of drama which later on took place at the beginning of the 20
th

 

century: engaged theater and absurd theatre. 

 

At the beginning of the 20th century, theatre underwent a renovation in two sides: 

newer theatrical techniques and written drama. Firstly, playwrights such as André 

Antoine (1858-1943) or Konstantin Stanislavski (1863-1938) decided to perform a real 

atmosphere (what is called theatrical naturalism) in their plays. For instance, the forth 
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wall, which is called to the open space in the scenery, was created so as to actors could 

even perform back to public. 

 

 Stanislavski made up the “Stanislavski method”: actors must have forgotten their 

own personality and pretend to act as a real different character. For doing so, a huge 

concentration and self - control were required.  

 

 

2. The Norwegian theatre: Henrik Ibsen 

The Norwegian playwright Henrik Ibsen (1828-1906) is considered to be the real 

innovator of the modern theatre. His theatre is known as the theatre of ideas and he is 

thought to create psychological theatre. The existing psychological conflicts between 

person and society were performed by this one. The main theme of Ibsen’s theatre was 

the right that everybody had got to be oneself, no matter neither social nor moral 

prejudices, which cut off human freedom and free will. Consequently, his plays were 

considered scandalous because family structure and the moral in use were questioned. 

Nowadays, Ibsen’s plays are frequently performed due to the actuality of his topics. 

 

The Henrik Ibsen’s career could be divided into three periods of time.   

Firstly, he wrote Romantic dramas in verse through which he packed Norwegian 

tradition, culture and folklore. As an example, we mention Peer Gynt (1868), whose 

main character is a young and visionary peasant who dreams of being rich in spite of 

having overtaken many proofs, he can’t avoid his destiny, his Fate.  

 

Secondly, from 1879, Ibsen wrote social criticism in prose. He was interested in 

social matters, standing up for working class and against bourgeois society. Plays of the 

second period were House of dolls (1879), Specters (1881), An enemy in the country 

(1882) y Savage Duck (1884). 

 

Some features of this theatre are the following:  

 Analyzing moral conflicts which focused on the truth versus lies and hypocrisy. 

Drama of ideas. 
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 Struggling personal freedom against bourgeois society and its principles or 

between human being and his Fate. 

 Studying psychologically very well defined characters, mainly female ones.  

 Following the Classic Theatre and the rule of three units. 

 Few external actions and increasing dramatic tension.  

 

 His play House of Dolls is a denounce of women situations both at home and in 

society. So, a woman, Nora, leaves her husband, a Helmer Tolvard bank director, and 

her children  because, after having been married for 8 years, she fells treated like a doll 

because of the lack of communication between the couple; just appearances remained. 

Ibsen became a supporter of Feminism as soon as the female character Nora was 

considered a feminist symbol.  It was really a controversial play. In An enemy in the 

country, a man, Doctor Stockmann, denounces that waters in the spa are polluted so that 

they are dangerous for people’s health. He follows his own personal ethic code, but the 

pragmatic villagers try to disguise reality because the spa is the main source of income, 

that is, a fair and alone man fighting against materialistic and corrupt society. 

 

Thirdly, Ibsen proposed a symbolic theatre instead of social denounce. Hedda 

Gabler (1890) performs the internal dilemma of Hedda Gabler, a young aristocratic 

woman. She is married with a man who she doesn’t love and, in despair, she commits 

suicide with her father’s gun.  

 

 

3. The Russian Theatre: Anton Chekhov and Maxim Gorki 

In Russia, Realism led to Anton Chekhov’s (1860-1904) psychological theatre, 

which was related to the foundation of Moscow Art Theatre by Konstantin Stanislavski 

and Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko. Chekhov, Leon Tolstoi and Maxim Gorki 

represented their plays there. 

 

 Chekhov’s theatre mixed lyricism, symbolism and social criticism. His main theme 

was frustration due to human impossibility for fulfilling his dreams and desires. 

Pessimism and Angst were also themes of Chekhov’s plays. Characters were frequently 

mediocre and social misfit.  
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At first, people didn’t like The Seagull (1896), a play which deals with love 

relationships between four characters. Although they love Art, they can’t match their 

live and Art. At the end of the play, a hurt seagull, a symbol of courage and love, flows 

high over the characters.  

 

 The Cherry Orchard (1904) encourages spectators to forget the past to build up a 

better future. The plot was as following: a Russian aristocratic family gets into hard 

economic problems. As a result, they do nothing to keep on the orchard properly, 

despite the fact that the industrious bourgeoisies want to own it. In Aunt Vania (1899), 

the sale of an inherited property serves as excuse to show us human misery.  

 

 Maxim Gorki (1868-1936) was a Russian writer well known thanks to story 

tells and some novels (The Confession (1908) y The Artamonov’ business (1925). In his 

play Little Bourgeoisies (1902) Gorki used Naturalist techniques to deal with the topic: 

the rebellion of working class against bourgeois society.  

  

 

4. The Swedish theatre: August Strindberg 

August Strindberg (1849-1912) was a Swedish playwright, who followed Ibsen’s 

theatre. 

 

In his first stage, by using Naturalism and social denounces, Strindberg dealt with 

topics such as misogyny, war of the sexes, duel between the old and the new. An 

example of this period is Lady Julia (1888), in which the unbalanced Julia seduces a 

greedy servant and, finally, she commits suicide. It was so scandalous that it was 

forbidden. 

 

Later, Strindberg went to a Symbolic and Vanguardist theatre influenced by 

Symbolism and Expressionism. Plays of this period: To Damascus (1898-1904), Facing 

Death (1900) and Specters’ sonata (1907). 
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5. English Theatre: Oscar Wilde 

In England, in the 80s, the Irish Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) wrote the novel The 

Picture of Dorian Grey. As playwright, he wrote comedies of society such as The 

Importance of Being Ernest (1895) - an humoristic one-  or Lady Windermere’s Fan 

(1892) - about adultery in an aristocratic family- and An ideal husband (1895) - faking 

appearances. In his plays, main characters were performed by nobility full of hypocrisy. 

His works were dressed of humor and intrigues, using a smart, ironic and intricate 

language. He wrote four comedies and the best known is The importance of Being 

Ernest which is a humoristic comedy of society. 

A few years before the WWI, George Bernard Shaw (1856-1950) achieved a great 

success thanks to his witty plays: Widowers’ Houses (1892) or Mrs. Warrens Profession 

(1898). Cándida (1898) analyzes love and fidelity in marriage; Pygmalion (1913) 

depicts us the transformation of a vulgar woman into a lady because of Phonetics 

teacher’s work. 

  

6. Spanish Theatre 

Spanish Realism was represented by Benito Pérez Galdós (1843-1920) and by 

Echegaray (1832-1916) who won Nobel Prize and was very popular due to his plays 

settled in a bourgeois atmosphere. Nowadays, his plays are considered to be out of date.  

 

However, Jacinto Benavente (1866-1954) wrote plays settled in rural spaces (The 

bad loved woman) or in urban and bourgeois rooms (Pepa Doncel). In those neither 

problems nor conflicts did appear. His best work was Los intereses creados – Created 

interests - (1907) similar to Italian Commedia dell´Arte  

 

Costumbrist Theatre was close related to musical comedy, sainete and zarzuela. The 

brothers Serafín (1871-1938) and Joaquín (1873-1944) Álvarez Quintero wrote about 

the Andalusian topics in their theatre: witty and funny people, places with charming, the 

Sun…Other features were enforcing morality, writing in an easy and humoristic style 

and common characters: The “patio” (1900), Malvaloca (1912), Doña Clarines 

(1909)...  
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Carlos Arniches (1866-1943) was another one in this movement whose plays 

included a wide variety: lyric sainete (The Isidra’s Saint, Neighbourhood’s flower, 

1919), zarzuela, entremés, tragedy (The Lady of Trevélez, 1916) and espertento.  

 

.  Some playwrights were Eduardo Marquina (1879-1946) and José María 

Pemán (1897-1981) wrote in verse another type of theatre whose features were keeping 

distance between their plays and reality, the lack of analyzing historical matters; 

stereotype characters; praising the past and unbelievable plot and irrelevant style.  

 

At the beginning of the 19th century, some renovation was taken in place by the 

hand of Generation 98: Azorín, Unamuno or Valle-Inclán (1866-1936). This one 

created the esperpento. (The technique esperpento is the reflection of classic heroes on 

concave mirrors in chapter XII. It means a grotesque deformation which makes 

characters silly things, tricky mockery) such as in his play Luces de Bohemia 

(Bohemian Lights) whose main characters are Max Estrella and don Latino de Hispalis.  

 

 

7. The Vanguard’s Theatre: Alfred Jarry and Luigi Pirandello 

French playwright Alfred Jarry (1873-1907) tried hard to renovate a more realist 

and naturalist theatre using a vanguard’s aesthetic by mocking situations, passages and 

characters. Ubú King (1896), his most famous play, is a grotesque farce to become a clue 

for Vanguard theatre and Absurd theatre. Time was not real, so anachronisms could 

happen. Human reality didn’t exist, either. Actors were automates speaking in a 

monochord way and dressing stupid clothes.  

 

The Italian Luigi Pirandello (1867-1936) wrote Six characters looking for author 

in which some characters are looking for a director who can lead them on scene. 

Problems of identity, reality and appearance are everywhere in the play.  
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